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“ AH YES, THE FRENCH F-84 …” A New Model Writer Opines Well  

              Text/Images: Jordan Li             Heller 1/72
nd

  Scale M.D. 450 Ouragon 
 

 Imagine this. You’re a model airplane, started by a previous owner, then stashed away and 
untouched for a decade.  One day you’re taken from storage, and super excited to be finally 
worked on but instead just given away to another modeler.  This new modeler takes you out 
from the box, glues your wings and fuselage together, and then just kind of leaves you on the 
workbench and forgets about you for a whole summer as he hangs out with his friends.  
 

 If Toy Story 4 is about my Ouragan, it’s going to be hell of a depressing movie. 
                                                                                                                                                                         ( Continued on page 3  ) 

http://www.svsm.org/


 Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton                             ( shameless plug:  www.mickbmodeler.com ) 
 

“ WHAT A CASE OF THE LAZIES ! EDITOR PUTS TOGETHER A “BONUS” PICTURE ESSAY HERE ” 
 

  There was a noodling notion of several “favorite themes” lurking about over the holiday weekend, however being on 

call and thusly called in to work a number of times, merely served to aggravate rather than stimulate this Editor here.  

 So, right here, right now, in sheer selfish goal to “get this TAMS published NOW, no more holdup, I’ve more to do !”  

giving 5 cell early look at the article # 1 (number 2 will be in January 2017 OSS) which is to be found on pages 5 -15. 

 Consider this a fair warning for next December, as you see, EVERYONE is happily reaching for innocent gifts at will 

At top left, Larry is striking his noggin, musing  “I coulda had an Atlantic” as Shervin, Gabriel & Brian watch  closely. 

Top right, appears President Plummer is egging Laramie ‘s potential theft of Kent’s  gift, as wee Amelia Bucholtz goes 

after a pretty package, since she sees all the “adults” attention is elsewhere. I see a future President perhaps… Bottom, 

on left, “Mad Police” indeed; here is all this THEFT GOING ON in a POLICE STATION ! Center,  look these brazen 

hooligans are proudly displaying their ill gotten gains with no shame !  On right, look you can see clearly Milpitas PD 

mobile command post with a clear view of yet another “theft” being negotiated, and yet NO ONE’s DOING A THING!   

  -  mickb 
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RENDERING A NEW TAKE ON AN OLD MODEL, THANKS TO A NEW TAMS CONTRIBUTOR  ( from  1 ) 

  “For a plane to fly well, it must be beautiful.” -Mercel Dassault 

 Heller’s Dassault M.D. 450 Ouragan dates back to 1981 and features 35 pieces of raised panel 
lines, a rudimentary cockpit, and just a little bit of disappointment.   
 

 This is coming from a modeler of the 21st Century who’s spoiled with scores of aftermarket 
options, photoetched details, and the whole nine yards, so naturally I’m probably going to 
sound whiney and privileged. 
 

Actually, this kit isn’t all that bad. It’s typical of the era (even Hasegawa and Tamiya still 
had some kits with raised lines and whatnot in the early ’80s) and in this scale was the only 
kit of the Ouragan until Valom’s 2011 release.  
 

Compared to the new Valom kit which retails for around $26.51, the Heller kit’s still cheaper, 
sitting at around $14.45.  Honestly, I might have paid the premium for the Valom offering, 
had I not received this model as a gift from Greg Plummer, a fellow member of the Silicon 
Valley Scale Modelers.  

Check out that sick filler imperfection at the wing root that I didn’t sand very well- hups. 

http://www.ebay.com/itm/like/331977322294?lpid=82&chn=ps&ul_noapp=true
http://www.ebay.com/itm/Heller-M-D-450-OURAGAN-1-72-scale-model-Factory-Sealed/162209018863?_trksid=p2141725.c100338.m3726&_trkparms=aid%3D222007%26algo%3DSIC.MBE%26ao%3D1%26asc%3D20150313114020%26meid%3Da9796ba34bc74d909f7e96b81a06231d%26pid%3D100338%26rk%3D2%26rkt%3D13%26sd%3D201644137867
http://www.gregplummer.com/
http://svsm.org/
http://svsm.org/


 Like I said before, the detail of this model is pretty rudimentary. You’re not getting much, 
but if you cared to enough, what Heller gives you is definitely a good start for some 
scratchbuilt components.  
 

 I would’ve added some more cockpit detail to spice it up, but Greg already glued together the 
fuselage halves, so that was out the window. 
 

 At some point I got the wings attached to the fuselage and horizontal stabilizers into the tail, 
and it sat in this form for approximately a month and a half. 
 

 After rescribing the detail, I went ahead and pre-shaded the model with Tamiya XF-1 Flat 
Black, before applying a camouflage pattern that was masked off using Silly Putty consisting 
of XF-52 Flat Earth and a mix of XF-18 Medium Blue with X4 Blue. The centers of panels 
were modulated by adding drops of XF-2 Flat White to the camouflage colors. This process 
actually took several painting sessions over two days of modeling because I couldn’t quite get 
the mixture of paint to look right, so ended up stripping and repainting the aircraft no less 
than seven times before calling it good.  
 

 I then coated the model in Testors Clear and added decals, as well as an oil wash. Another 
coat of Testors dullcote sealed up my Ouragan. 
 

And there we have it- my first completed model of the 2016-2017 Academic Year. 
 
Even with all its shortcomings, I think the Heller Ouragan still builds into a respectable 
replica. It’s definitely shaped like an Ouragan, and it’s a cheaper option for those who aren’t 
fortunate enough to afford the Valom kit or simply don’t care for what the newer model 
offers.  
 

 For modelers who build models 
for the sake of building models, 
the Heller Ouragan is fantastic. 
 
 It’s certainly an interesting 
addition to any 1/72 collection, 
and in the right markings, might 
even confuse your friends into 
thinking it’s a Mystere or a F-84. 
 

- Jordan 
  

Editor’s Note: 
 

 Jordan Li is a fairly new member of 
SVSM, who’s definitely contributed a 
great deal of inspirational spirit in the 
short while he’s been with us. Jordan’s 
neck deep in college pursuits, yet found 
a way to put his model talents into the 
pages of our publication, for which the 
Editor is profoundly appreciative.  



“ PIRATE’s PLEASURE, SVSM’s Gift Theft  ” 
2016 DECEMBER CLUB MEET     Photos & Text : Mick Burton   Gifts to Steal : Provided by Others 

 A Quick Look Back by Editor, to celebrate our Holiday Party, plus lay foundation for yet another 2017 Club Contest ! 



When Editor arrived a little after 8 PM, he was nearly 

the last of 26 eventually present for evening’s fun.  

President Greg Plummer, Treasurer/VP Bill Ferrante and of 

course, Secretary Chris Bucholtz had everything in place, as 

seen on the right. Chris had able assistance this year, below ! 
 

 Preparing for battle, meet 

Amelia Driver Bucholtz, 

next to her dad.  
 

 His and her names joined 

with Mom Elizabeth’s in 

the bucket with 21 others  
 

  

 

 There’s said bucket, just 

before the first name was 

drawn by Editor Burton. 

 

  Before starting, we’ll put 

the end result summary to 

help frame this photo essay 

 

24 players this year which 

was a match for last year ! 
 

 

Broke out as 12 players of  3, 6 players of  2,  6 players of  1 
 

 As it began, Burton (who was one of only two non players) pulled Laramie Wright as first name, and he would open 

 an Academy M2 Bradley. Not long after, we would find Mark Schynert speculating with Gabriel Lee about a boat 



 By now with a 1/48
th
 Ventura and 1/72

nd
 C-54D  now among other “treasures” to plunder in view, Frank Babbitt , one 

of the 12 “players of three”  (Laramie being another), is still not finding what he’s looking for. Shervin is happy, tho. 

 There in foreground, left of center, is another SVSM Xmas Meet tradition in view, Postoria’s humorous wrap art ! 

 While Editor busy collecting his shots of P.A.’s fun. 

Dad Chris was hard at work scribing the run of theft 

whilst Daughter/Able Assistant Amelia gave Editor evil eye, in case he had designs on Dad’s Allied Airbase vehicles !  



 The “other non player” for the night has arrived, it’s VP/Contest Director Mike Woolson, seen upper right next to PA, 

he was just getting a sample photo to share with Editor, of an award project which would complete a delayed tasking. 
 

 Meanwhile below, Amelia is guarding now the “replacement items” since Dad’s Airfield set has been since stolen… 

 

 Thanks to Jordan Li, who brought this pairing, and discovered that indeed, Chris Bucholtz would indeed be drawn to 

the Corsair in 1/72 like moth to flame, without realizing that the Flaptter would also interest several of us plus Chris ! 

 Proof of this fact would very soon be forthcoming, as you’ll learn in the next page… 



Well now, again Amelia is NOT HAPPY with this 

turn of events, however Brian Sakai now has look of 

impish delight, must be the Mountain Dew in hand. 
 

Oh wait, look it appears there’s a familiar F4U-1 in 

his other hand. Perhaps this and companion Flappter 

were stolen freely from her dad, you think? 
 

Meanwhile, it is looking ever more likely that Mark 

Schynert is taking that USS Ticonderoga home … 

 

 

While “Northerner” Jack Riggar ducks down as camera swings his row’s way, Amelia’s mom Elizabeth smiles while 

the seated Randy Ray, Ron Wergin, Frank Babbitt, Jack Riggar and Robert display their “vulnerable prizes” for play. 

Elizabeth would soon be assisting daughter in taking one of her husband’s “plays”, which delighted child as you’ll see: 



 It’s a family affair ! Daughter has picked a big long box in attractive powder 

blue, which reveals itself to be a Lindberg edition of HMS Vanguard. Model 

packaging nearly equal in length as wee Amelia is tall.  
  
 Amelia determined her best form of  “assistance “ this evening would be as 

“selector” and opener of gifts, the expression on her is priceless as seen right 

 

President Greg Plummer was not only dogged MC, he also was one of  “6 players of two”. Seen on left, held a “theft” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

No slouch ! At right, Pirate Greg had some fun with another “theft”, an F-5E 



 Ron Wergin is pleased to show he managed to steal back from President Greg that 1/48
th
 F-5E, no small feat to be sure 

Elizabeth outfitted daughter with a Pirate’s headgear, which helped Amelia locate a Hasegawa Fw-190F below,  right. 

 



Pirating in various forms went on pretty smoothly and considering, swiftly enough, for a good while. Choice items like 

that A-20G (modeled by Shervin) and “retro” XKE Jag/GT-40 (modeled by Brian)  coming into play. Finally though, 

we closed in on a finish, with Tom Orsua 

unwrapping this 1/100
th
  Concorde as one 

of the last on table to open. Greg Plummer 

has the final name to reveal for “open or 

steal … Who will it be and his play, see ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Last play was Robert from Santa Rosa,  whose name was drawn. Robert blessedly chose to open the last gift instead of 

making a steal, thus ending the 2016 Pirate’s Pleasure at 9:38 PM, thank you !  

 

Here’s what Robert chose and thus, took home  

 

 Now, before closing this “remembrance”, Editor has 

four summaries for comparison, if you’d like knowing  

 

2016 December Stats 

24 players, 54 presents total, breakout was: 

Single = 6  Double = 6  Triple = 12 players 

 

2015 December Stats 

24 players, 49 presents total, breakout was:  

Single = 8  Double = 7  Triple = 9 players 

 

2014 December Stats 

21 players, 50 presents total, breaking out:  

Single = 5  Double = 2  Triple = 13 players 

 

2013 December Stats 

33 players, 55 presents total, breakout:  

Single = 14  Double = 10  Triple = 9 players 

 

 Clearly the “three gifts in play” momentum seems to 

be holding its own. Yet not having appreciable effect 

of “dragging things out”, which was one of the major 

arguments against keeping in options for “the game”. 

 

 If we continue having no more than say 50-60 gifts 

on table in any one year, and not have an inordinate 

amount of “slow to go” choose open or steal players, 

for better or worse our timing will work out just fine.  

 

With great delight, The Editor can now announce with material evidence not available for last year’s followup event, 

that SVSM Treasurer/VP had determined he thought it wise we sponsor “Bill F’s Wonder Club Contest” for April. 

 

 As in, Bill wonders what some can make of that pile of gifts here, in the next 90 or so days… SO HERE YOU GO: 



THIS IS The OFFICIAL LIST of ELIGIBLE ITEMS for “Bill F’s Wonder Club Contest “ coming APRIL 21 2017  
 

Please remember, ITEMS MUST BE FINISHED TO BE AWARDED, BUT NEED NOT BE ENTERED BY WHOM 

recorded here as “taken home by”. Feel free to trade, barter, give, steal or what have you amongst yourselves from the 

“official 2016 Pirate’s Pleasure SVSM Gift Theft” items as listed below, for your continued holiday mayhem anew. 
 

Heller 1:72 CL.215: taken home by Mark Schynert. 

Revell 1:12 1957 Chevy: taken home by Robert. 

Revell Custom Ford GTX and Revell Jaguar XKE: taken home by Ron Wergin. 

Airfix 1:48 BAe Hawk 100: taken home by Larry Lechowicz. 

Hasegawa 1:450 HMS Vanguard: taken home by Amelia Bucholtz. 

Bandai 1:100 Graze Standard Type/Commando Type Gundam: taken home by Elizabeth Driver-Bucholtz. 

Hasegawa 1:700 USS Ticonderoga:taken home by Ron Wergin. 

Academy 1:72 PB4Y-1 Liberator:taken home by Jim Priete. 

Airfix 1:72 Vulcan: taken home by Tom Orsua. 

Airfix 1:72 Lancaster B.II: taken home by Frank Beltran. 

Airfix 1:72 USAAF Bomber Resupply Set: taken home by Chris Bucholtz. 

Eduard 1:72 Spitfire IX Profipack: taken home by Shervin Shembayati. 

Sword 1:72 F2H-2N Banshee: taken home by Mark Schynert. 

AMT 1:24 1962 Chevrolet Corvette: taken home by Gabriel Lee. 

Hasegawa 1:48 Ki-43 “Oscar:” taken home by Laramie Wright. 

Italeri 1:72 Tu-22M Backfire: taken home by Frank Babbitt. 

Testors 1:100 Concorde: taken home by Tom Orsua. 

Trumpeter 1:35 Czech t.38: taken home by Kent McClure. 

Hasegawa 1:72 A6M2b:  taken home by Amelia Bucholtz. 

Revell 1:72 C-54 Skymaster: taken home by Jim Priete. 

AFV Club 1:48 F-5E Tiger: taken home by Frank Babbitt. 

Tamiya 1:72 A6M2b:  taken home by Ron Wergin. 

AMT 1:25 Hippee Hemi and 1933 Willys: taken home by Greg Plummer. 

Revell 1:32 Hawker Hunter: taken home by Greg Plummer. 

Heller Me 163 and Planet Models He 163: taken home by Robert. 

Trumpeter 1:72 Lightning F.1/2: taken home by Kent McClure. 

Academy 1:35 M2A2 Bradley: taken home by Randy Ray. 

Cyberhobby 1:35 M60 Patton: taken home by Frank Beltran. 

MPM 1:72 Fw 189: taken home by Brian Sakai. 

HobbyBoss 1:48 RF-80A Shooting Star: taken home by Kent McClure. 

AMT 1:48 A-20G Havoc: taken home by Shervin Shembayati. 

Hasegawa 1:72 Fw 190F-8: taken home by Chris Bucholtz. 

Eduard 1:48 Spitfire XVI: taken home by Mark Schynert. 

Revell 1:48 Ventura: taken home by Laramie Wright. 

Revell 1:25 Go-Mad Nomad: taken home by Postoria Aguirre. 

AMT 1:25 Ecto 1: taken home by Jack Riggar. 

Tamiya 1:48 M10: taken home by Barry Bauer. 

Eduard 1:72 Spitfire XIV Combo: taken home by Shervin Shembayati. 

Meng 1:35 Pick-up Trucks: taken home by Postoria Aguirre. 

Italeri 1:72 Saab Grippen: taken home by Tom Orsua. 

Revell 1:72 Breguet Atlantic: taken home by Postoria Aguirre. 

William Brothers 1:32 Curtiss F9C-2 Sparrowhawk: taken home by Frank Babbitt. 

Cyberhobby 1:700 Nakhimov and USS Dallas: taken home by Frank Beltran. 

Cyberhobby 1:35 Panzerspahwagen: taken home by Laramie Wright. 

Hasegawa 1:350 Japanese Carrier Aircraft: taken home by Randy Ray. 

Hasegawa 1:72 Bf 109 Hartmann combo: taken home by Bill Ferrante. 

Airfix 1:72 Lightning F.6: taken home by Eric McClure. 

Tamiya 1:35 M10: taken home by Larry Lechowicz. 

Fujimi 1:72 A-7E Corsair II: taken home by Jordan Li. 

Academy 1:48 F-15E Strike Eagle: taken home by Jack Riggar. 

1:72 Tamiya F4U-1 Corsair and Bandai Flapter: taken home by Brian Sakai. 

Tamiya 1:24 Ferrari F.50: taken home by Jack Riggar. 

Accurate Miniatures 1:48 F-6A Mustang: taken home by Bill Ferrante. 

 



NOW FOR THE ACTUAL CLOSE OF DECEMBER 2016 MEET!  As related earlier in essay, Editor had gotten a 

preview of  by “award crafter” Mike Woolson, during the Pirate’s Pleasure game play, of  Fremont Hornets TC-12’s 

Special Award 19. This award in its intended form, was not ready at the scheduled event. So Contest Director Burton 

made sure a suitable fill in was on hand to give deserving awardee, Kent McClure, something respectable. M.Woolson 

had let Burton know that the “final edition” would be ready to hand off at the SVSM meet and here you see, it was ! 



                          UPCOMING  EVENTS  CALENDAR  AS  OF  12-27-16 
 

Friday, January 13 2017 
 

IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest  
 

Friday, January 20  2017 
 

IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers  meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme  “ 1917 ” 
 

Friday, February 10 2017 
 

IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest 
 

Friday February 17 2017   
 

IPMS/ SVSM meeting.  Editor’s Club Contest Theme  “ Northrop’s Notables ” See  www.mickbmodeler.com 
 

Saturday, February 18  2017 
 

IPMS/ Silver Wings host “Silvercon 2017” at Town & Country Lutheran Church and School, 4049 Marconi Ave 

Sacramento, CA. Theme TBA. Vendor tables $ 45 each, contact Russ Niles r_niles1@juno.com for more info. 
 

Saturday, March 04  2017 
 

IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers  host Silicon Valley Classic # 4 “On The Hook” Napredak Hall, SJ 
 

Friday, March 10  2017   
 

IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest  
 

Friday, March 17 2017   
 

IPMS/ SVSM meet, Editor’s Club Contest Theme  “ Luck of the Irish”  (bring in models primarily Green or Orange)    
 

Friday, April  14  2017 
 

IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest     
 

Friday, April 21 2017 
 

IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers  meeting. Theme is “ Treasurer’s Wonder Club Contest”  (90 plus days) 
 

Friday, May  12  2017 
 

IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest 
 

Friday, May  19  2017 
 

IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers  meeting. 
 

Friday, June 16  2017 
 

IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers  meeting. “Boring German Scheisse No One Likes “ is Club Contest Theme 
 

Sunday, September 17 2017                      
 

IPMS/ Fremont Hornets, host their show , TRI CITY THIRTEEN  “AUSTRALIA” @ MCC in Milpitas 
 

Friday, January 19  2018 
 

IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers  Editor’s Club Contest Theme  “ 1918 ” 
 

http://www.mickbmodeler.com/
mailto:r_niles1@juno.com


SEEKING BUILDERS ALL for an EXCELLENT MEMBER LEAD MODEL EFFORT  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  PLEASE CONTACT John Carr via the Editor’s email DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET 

mailto:DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET


OH NO ! NO NO NO NOT THAT. ANYTHING BUT THAT ! Oh SO SORRY KIDS BUT HERE RETURNS THE 

 

Editor’s Mad Ravings – December’ s editor, Mick Burton  (refer to www.mickbmodeler.com  for full copies of items)                           
 

“The First Years of NNL West , Arc of Plenty for Article Writers, More Shape of OSS to Come Over 3 Decades ” 

 

JANUARY 1987 ( going now back on our 30, 20, 10 thread here ) 

  Remind you here we have now a “ half scale ” Newsletter thanks 

to the willing, able, ready efforts of  Editor Alan Wolcott . Trust me, 

none of  us were exactly forecasting on having these issues hanging 

about for “electronic archiving” or for that matter, any sort of  long 

term storage or retrieval for reproduction. So bear that in mind when 

you may decide to go to the Editor’s Archive at mickbmodeler.com, if 

you may find this style of newsletter harder to read. Only because I 

had to cut & paste them into proper order for any kind of readability.    

 Originals were double sided photocopy, form folded in half  8.5 x 11 

pages. Direct scan, paste up result in accurate history, but difficult to 

virtually impossible in following narrative of editions.  
 

  Opener for 1987 included a notice of an estate sale at meeting for 

January that would be over 500 kits, a member’s selloff of over 100 

a/c mostly WW2 types, and the second annual NNL West Nationals 

which would run from noon to midnight, in Sunnyvale. Featuring a 

guest speaker some may recognize, Mr Ed “Big Daddy” Roth @ 7 ! 

 Also noted the Sacramento Silver Wings December 1986 Winter 

Classic which followed their hosting the 1986 IPMS Nationals, to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

our club’s credit we accounted for 20 of the 85 

entries at the Silver Wings Winter Classic. A 

gentle criticism of the “impressed into service”  

Head Judge for Quarterly Contest by Editor, he 

said Mike Burton did his usual thorough job but 

couldn’t he do better than “the Blue # 4 and the 

Green # 12” for declaring the winning cars… 
 

 Oh well, what can this Editor say, nothing new. 

 

JANUARY 1997 OSS, cover shot . With editorial by 

Chris B noting the persistent pressure to turn News 

Letter out wasn’t helped by computer crashes and a 

very short list of contributors, he also notes how we 

had a splendid ramp up in just 3 years for Veteran’s 

Model Drive in same. Cover story par excellence by 

Jim Lewis here was joined by two splendid reviews 

http://www.mickbmodeler.com/


of MiG Aircraft history books, two very good articles on Scale Model Ships (IJN Mutsu, WW1 Queen Elizabeth) PLUS 

notice of our 4
th
 Kickoff Classic coming that March. Of course there is also a very comprehensive recounting of how  

the December 1996 “Gift Theft Exchange” went (yes, that’s right, we have been at this tradition for over 20 years! ) 
 

 One feature back then that this current Editor (and at that time, second time President) doesn’t miss which is noted, 

“schlepping of 15 large pizzas” by President and his team of volunteers (which was coming out our Treasury, too) 
 

 JANUARY  2007 with Jared Bishop still at the helm. This time he had a notable submission by his dad, namely large 

scale R/C Submarine as part of a 16 page Newsletter to produce. His not unheard of reason for missing December ‘06 

Publishing? . Hard Drive dissolution, a tradition for which several OSS Editors can attest is NO DAMNED FUN at all. 
 

 Editorial Page this time out was a nice tripoley, 

with Jared as Editor leading off, then a short bit 

by then President Laramie Wright, regarding as 

it were, our Milpitas Library meeting rules due 

to annoying changes in City’s administration of 

facility. Lastly, but on a more upbeat note was a 

pleasing Letter to the Editor from one Andrew 

Kellock, new to our club, who enjoyed cross-

word puzzle in November OSS so much, he’d 

now contributed one of his own for this issue ! 
 

 Rodney Williams (who dat?) has a Bearcat 

Air Racer article in this issue, while John Heck 

the immediately previous Editor shares his look 

at the “Stealth Aircraft Exhibits of NMUSAF”. 
 

 Both are fine articles, only shame is that we’re 

still in the “gray scale era” of the Newsletter  
 

 Another excellent one pager in here is review 

of a book on 1/43
rd

 scale Ford, Lincoln and 

Mercury collectibles, by Chris Bucholtz.  
 

 An aside here, it amuses me that pretty much 

2/3 of this issue is contributions from former 

Editors of the Styrene Sheet, perhaps because 

who else really knows the pain better when the 

flow of material is next to nonexistent ? 
 

 Again of course, there is a splendid render of 

the December Gift Theft 2006, which was held 

inside a Pizza Parlor, go figure. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Okay, I will wrap up this WAYBACK for month with this clip 

from Feb 1997, with “special feature of Dec 1996”  - mickb 



 



 

 

 



OKAY NOW YOU CAN SEE FOR YOURSELF 

– IT’s OFFICIAL ! 

WE ARE HAVING OUR 
 



LITTLE OUTLINES of CLUB CONTESTS for YEAR 2017 

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST January                 “ 1917 ” 
 

 Do realize this has been an ongoing Editor’s contest theme, yes? Namely, a centenary celebration with the start of 

WW1, and this is now the 4
th
 one. Like before, need not do anything from “The Great War” as entry. This contest is 

for ANYTHING that existed in 1917, be it plane, train, automobile, creature, odd bit of machinery, what have you.  

ALL ENTRIES HERE SIMPLY NEED TO BE : FINISHED 

 
 

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST February   “ NORTHROP’s NOTABLES ” 

 

 Don’t matter, it doesn’t have to be a Flying Wing design (remember, Jack Northrop also had BT-1 Dive Bomber 

which was basically the “father” of the SBD Dauntless, for one). F-89 Scorpions, P-61 Black Widows, “SNARK”, the 

obscure but utterly innovative C-125 “Raider”, all Northrop for examples. If it’s FINISHED and Northrop was part of 

it, you may enter it for this “Editor’s Favorite Designers” club contest.   
 

SVSM MEMBER’s CONTEST JUNE   “ Boring German Scheisse No One Likes” 

 

For SVSM Members , June is the month to just let go and have some fun with themes perhaps others might find 

"incorrect" to put it politely. Last year this space was occupied by one of our more  successful results club contests 

period, much less a Member's theme pick . It was called " YOU MOTHER ! " 
 

This summer's opener could be said to harken to a certain June day in 1944 when some notable German scheisse got 

the same kicked out of it ... but one could say I digress here. This is a much broader theme than it appears, too 
 

So what this is will be better outlined in detail in coming days. For now, trust that it's very likely you have something 

built for it already, if you have been a modelbuilder for any number of years. Wouldn't surprise us at all 

 

ALL ENTRIES TO COMPETE, MUST BE FINISHED 



SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST JULY                 “ RED, WHITE & BLUE ” 
 

 So what this is, simply, a chance to find ANY excuse to produce a 

model in any of these three primary colors (okay, two plus a "non"), 

or any combo of two or three. There is a certain Austin Powers 

movie series which ,oddly enough, features vehicles whom you 

may still find models of (allegedly buildable) that stunningly 

qualify. A Sox & Martin racing team fan won't be lost for entries 

here.  Fans of Douglas and/or Bell  X planes would easily find 

room to compete here, as would anyone who fancies patriotic 

themes for figures or vehicles that are associated with the USA, 

France or Russia.   

 

A small technicality, 

ENTRIES MUST BE 

FINISHED TO 

COMPETE 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST NOVEMBER     “ WATCH THE SKIES ” 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Say what ???  How on Earth does a Flying Saucer, the 

Arado AR-234 and two versions of P-38 “Lightning” mesh 

for even a legendary for their “ Mr Fantastic” Stretch, SVSM 

Club Contest  ?  Rock simple and fiendishly stellar in scope,  

BECAUSE they all relate in an “ atmospheric or skyborne”  

fashion. Any Scale, Any Type subject as long as it’s tied to 

Atmosphere (weather related items are easy and wide range) 

Or Day or Night Sky (So of course UFOs, Flying Disks, or 

“Constellations”, “visible Planets & Stars, Heavenly Bodies” 

(So Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn related, Polaris, for some) 
  

  Remember, November is traditional “End All and Be All” 

 Club Contest, so Editor tries to make a fun and wide scope 

Possible for this particular month, last “regular” meeting 

 

A small technicality, ENTRIES MUST BE FINISHED TO 

COMPETE 



STILL COMING UP  IN AN AFTERMARKET  NEAR YOU ! 

 

Another Full Reprint of a SVSM Member Article from WAY BACK 
  

            Also Part Three  of  “ NEAR SILENCE ” Air Compressor Project by Rich Pedro 

================================= 

 

==================================================================================== 

PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY AND FRIENDS 

Because it seems sometimes more than a few forget this : 
       

THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING (if ever there is). 
 

If you’re having fun, 

 Then you’re doing it right. 


